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ANARCHY AND THE ART OF

MOTOR- CYCLE MAINTENANCE

Introduction - Anarchists in action . Squatting

in Ilford E .London.

In 1968-69 I was one of many anarchists

involved in squatting in Ilford and in the long

battle with Redbridge Council (IlHford). What

follows is just a look back at that, Lt is not

an attempt at any sort of history, Lt is just a

very brief and selective summary of the sit-

uation during a part of a long struggle, My

experience during this time is one of the

factors that has made me take the position 【

do in the main article.

In essence squatting Was part of the anar-

chist direct action campaign for more and

better housing ,with greater control of it in

people「s own hands. We were squatting bec

ause of the increasing number of empty

houses in London,coupled with the.increasing「

number of homeless Redbridge

Council there were more and more houses

which were due to stand empty for ten years

or more,before being demolished for a new

Car park 0f offices, When squatting started

in THford,Redbridge council reacted hyster-

ically. AS a wide generalisation they attacked

us in ftye Ways :-

1) Brute Force. Squads of “baliffs“attacking

at 4-6 am and throwing Squatters out after

     

beating them up,and then wrecking furniture

and gutting the house.

2) Preventitive Vandalism. Gutting empty

houses so they could not be squatted in,as

weli as boarding them up。

3) Prpaganda, Putting forward in the local and

national press,the wildest accusations against

squatterS8 - that we destroyed property,jumped

the housing queue,we were less than human,

and believed in violence and anarchy.

4) Minor Harrassment, Such as persuading the

electricity, gas and Water boards to cut their

Supplies o垂 .

5) The Law. Obtaining eviction orders,injunc -

tions,etc,and bringing charges of assault,

ABH,GBH,against us.

By the end of the campaign,we were responding

to their attacks in about six different wayS,as

follows :-

1) Brute Force. Getting together all the com-

Tades who were prepared to fight and main -

taining 24 hour guards on squatted houses.

2) Defence Work. Mking houses more defend-

able,one of them was a mini-fortress.

3) Building Works. Rebuilding guttted houses

to make them habitable for new squats,ˇ

4) Propaganda. The town hall was covered

with slogans,a banner was eyen put up 0yer

the top of the town hall one night,. A daily news

REBQRbaE Tew _ARtLL - witk a banru eu 比 t sa NT CuRE

NESS“
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sheet was put oxt tosthe streets,surrounding

the squatted houseswConstant news and !etteTs

were sent to the local paper until it contained

more pro-squatting material than

ng Street theatfre and processions were held.
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5) Minor Harrassiment. Eyery 0pportunity

was taxent to publically embarass the local

councillors and the council, culminating in a

violent attack on the whole council during a

council meeting in which the whole council

tled for their lives and ihe mayor was neariy

strangied with his chain of office.(There

then followed a running battle with the police,

while the yictorious forces of liberation beat

a Strategic withdrawal to their 0wn fortress

One street aWay) 。

6) The Law. Byery attempt by the council to

use the Iaw against us was 0pposed,all char-

&ges denied,and we started bringing more and

Imore coun:fi charges against them,At the

end of the day we probably had as much

success in the courts as they did.But the

ammunttion that our 1egal moyes proyided

the propaganda machine wWas enormous.

 

Squatting is still with us today,s0 there is

no doubt that the anarchist movement won &

major yictory on the streets of Ilford,Fulham

etc. It was not as complete a Victory as it

mtight have been,but that is another story my

children. In the beginning it was a disaster.

The people who first tried to squat very Tap-

idy became Worse 0ff than eyer - homeless,

their furniture smashed,two of them in

hospital,and the councit trying to take thetr

children into care. And of course.Charges

of assault and breach of the peace against

  

“

“ ,Against all the oddslwe turned defeat into

victory. And looking back (although I did not

think soat thinlsthis was due not

to「any one tactic,butlto.the combination .

All the things we Were dqoing interlinked. For

instance the legal games that were played

(bitterly attacked by me and others at the

time) had some very important effects which

contributed to the general Sueece8S. 万irstly,

they caused the legal moye8 made by the

council to be largely ineffective,This seems

to have led to them making moyes which

Were illiegal and hasty、 This improyved our 1

position - we were indignant: It confused the

council and caused a split in their ranks,it

confused the liberals,the pfFe88,and the tV.,

who didnt know Who to support and ended up

supporting us,the squatters,Imore than the

local council,and it confused the police,who

at one point retreated into a neutral inactivity

which culminated in their standing on the

pavement in a line,Watching squatters and

baliffs fighting it out at 5.00 am in the morn -

ing. The police being yiolent1ly sWorn at and

insulted by local people in night clothes and

dressing gowns,and then having at 1ast to

intervene on the squatters side,because the

baliffs in desperation had set fire to the

house,having been completely routed in the

fighting.

e
n
m

At the time,this six-point attack We weTe

making on the council was causing great

divisions amongst o0urselves. NO one personl

supported all the things we were doing. There

were endless arguments about which of

was the RIGHT thing to do,People doing

other things were attacked,alt the least for

Wasting time and not doing anything,at worst

for being counter-reyvolutionary,and supp-

5sedly harming the moyvement,

“Tkae for example the defence works at one

_house. These created a fortress from Which

We wofked. It was a house With no ground

floor. Behind the front door was a 10 foot

drop to the basement,, there Was no stair-

“_Case,access to the lived-in part on the

firstfloorWas by rope laddef、 The garden

_ WaS cr0Ssed by pits and barbed wire,which

made it dangereus t0 run acT0SS,especially

at night or.early morning,It to be an

excellent position,being *sucessfully defended

by seven men and women against fifteen

baliffs,who attempted a ShrpYise attack

early one morning. A bloody encounter

which some of them went to hospital,but I

don「t think any of us were even sScTatched .

At the same time these defence Works

made the place heltl to live in; sent three

people to hospital (outpatients),one for walk-

ing through the front door,one for falling

down the ladder while drunk,and one trying

to make an effectiyve Smoke bombi and took

up a lot of time which meant that less Was

done repairing other houses,Which Was VeIy

important to the bropaganda war; Showing us

to be creating housing,while it was the coun-

cil who destroyed it.
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atmckin气 sveet i 1一ms 余We ,

We were at each other「8 throats the Whole

time,constantly putting down those who did

not see our tactics as the most important

and wasting their time doing unimportant

things like drinking tea with a repoIrteI.

At the end,fighting broke out between us,

a house Was surrendered and retaken (by a

flying squad of squatters from the other side

of Londom) and some people have not spoken

to each other again to thts day、

9

怡

Ap从TesPewr…

A number of major divisions have split

the anarchist movement oveI the last 15

years. The ones which come most strongly

to mind are over the class war and

Both of these produced very similar style of

arguments (with the words changed) and

similar results.

The class war advocates put forward that

class wWas the major division Within Society,

that the class war was the decisiye struggle,

all others being side-shows,and that all

our efforts should be directed to that end.

The feminists came along a feW years

later to say that Sex is the major division in

society,that the struggle against male dom-

ination is the decisive struggle,that all

others are side-shows,if not intrinsically

counter-revolutionary and that all our efforts

should be directed to that end.

All through these discusions one 0f two

people were saying that they felt that the

nuclear family was the 0rigin of all our

problems and that on1y by destruction of that

could we advance,While others were saying

that the school and educational system Were

where it was at; then sudden1ly hash and 万

and then LSD were going to usher in the new

daWn..

I feel it is about time that we alt recog-

nised that the Society we live in is divided.

Divided not in one 0f two WayS; but in doZ-

ens of ways. All these divisions cause

conflicts and tensions. Most of these divis -

ions are important,Individually these

divisions are not equally important. Individ-

ually we see society in a different way,and

it is different aspects of society which

oppress each one of us most, At the mom.-

ent because I find one aspect of this society

more oppressive than the rest and you find

another more 0ppressiyve,We are at eacb

others throats.. It.is as though We are

separated by a wall,one side painted blue

and the other green, We both agree that the

wall must be destroyed,but at the moment

we are fighting each other oyer What colour

the Wall is,

The reason why I say that things look good

for the anarchist moyement,while others

say that things haye never looked worse

and that it is the extreme right who are on

the up and up,is on1y due to our standing

and looking at life from two different posit-

ions, It is not that one of us is blind oI

stupid,or“intrinsically counter-revolution-

.aLTy.“ We are looking at the same events
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from two different angles. Bach view is as

trueias the other. This is easy to say,but

hard to believe, Take for example MW「s

article in this issue,and what he Says

about the.strength of the NBE.None of what

he says fits in with what I see around me。

I see only small turn outs of a few thousand,

despite massivye publicity,【 find almost no

support fof them locally.I can see themm
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only as a SImall,isolated group,Who are

remarkable only for their failure to make

an impact despite all the favourable circum-

stances going for them today. So what can 1

conclude about MW「 s analysis。That it is

crazy? That he is blind? It is nonsense to be

ignored7 Yes: Those are Iny initial reactions.。

But it is just an extreme example of the Same

world viewed from a different position、His

view is probably no more true or false than

mine。

What is true of our views of society,is

true of our ideas on tactics. Our

different viewpoints we see different things

needing to be done. Time and again We put

more effort into destroying each other「s

ideas taan into destroying the state.

If we look back to what I was saying about

strength was the number of diff-

erent Ways in which we were fighting. Our

ain Weakness was the amount of time and

energy We were Spending arguing among 0ur-

sSelves、We should keep discussing tactics

amongst 0urselyves,what [m against is the

self-destructive arguments that endless1y

g0 on amongst us, As the issues become

more important,heated words turn t0 blows,

as they did at

CQNCLU2IQNS .

In the article,What is to be done7「 in

Anarchy 23,I said (among other things) that

the anarchist moyvement needs to be built

upon respect. In some Way8 L「“m saying the

same thing in a different

First, Tm saying society looks different

according to where you are standing、So

different that at times we Seem to be

even looking at the same things “blt we 2

So the bickering oyer which VieW is“correct「

should stop. Instead we should listen to how

society looks from these different positions,
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and accept it. To deny someone「s view of

society may in theory be harmless enough,

in practice it is almost a denial of the per-

son concerned (which is why these argumenits

get so heated and become so personal).

Secondly,[「m saying that almost all the

different tactics we discuss are good ones.

A great tactic is the use of all these tactics

at once,as happened by accident at IIford.

All the different tactics and activities that

People suggest at meetings and conferences,

should not be seen as competing with each

other,but as complements.

Chris Broad.

S
S

S0 WHO「S SICK 2

I

_

am heayily indebted to Thomas Szasz, for

his excellent book,Ideology & Lnsani ty, for

this ptece, although I al ready agreed With

him before reading it。

Bveryone must「ve heard of Russian psy-

-chiatric abuses,Thermost amazing thing

is the stupidity of the Soyiet Rulers in try-

ing to falsify psychtiatric reports, when they

can easily get a psechysiastrist (:) who will

certify “insane「. This ts because psy-

chiatrists differ tremendous1y on what “insan-

ity“ or so-called mental iilness 「is.And the

reason is that there is no such thing, OR at

least not what people generally mean by the

terim.It「s a label that is l1abelled for the Wrong

reason. We could, for example, label all people

With brown eyes of all Marxists as“insane .

But we don 「t mean that “Marxist“ and “insane

are interchangeable terms . The implication is

that “insane“「 means ill, something Wrong, dis-

eased.

C1zz伯 B5a5sv Tt 9N hxE, 『

HIT HER FATHEK FoRTy wH4dcK5 .

NHEN 5HE

_

Shy

日

AT SHE HRp DoNE
SHE HIT HERR MfoTHER FeRTY〇NE

 

  

So what do people mean by the term “insane?

My dictionary gives “dtseased「, yours might say

diferent1y. It「s an ilusive concept.Now, what-

ever insanity「 is,it「s not a disease. Henry VIII

had a disease in his brain-acute syphyllis-not,

I repeat NOT of the mind, This disease inter-

fered with his ability to function as he may

haye wished in the same way as acute 1epTOSy

in his arm would have prevented him using

that 0rganl properIy. There is a lot of difference

between a perfectly healthy individual whose

ideas of behayiour you find bizarre,and some

one Who has a disease; and then to 1ock up

that perfectiy healthy individual and brainwasb

them against their wilt is stupid if not imm-

It is important to make this distinction as

Inany psychiatrists suscribe to the medic -

alt school「、There,people use drugs On

their patients and call it a sucess if,(while

constantly on. the S8ay,instead of

eating her food on chairs from a table she

does the reverse.That this is no cure is

seen if we take another extremme : Say for

example there was an imaginary land call-

ed psehycopath-land. In this land the yast

majority of people are pschycopaths,how-

eyer,there are a few pacifists,Who make

easy prey for the majority. One pschyeo

however feels that it would be more fun if

more people were constant1y trying to Kill

him, Thus he feeds some pacifists certain

drugs that turn them into raving pschyco -

pathic killers、 IS this a CUTe7

 

Psychiatry is just brainwashing. People「s

ideas and or behaviour are altered, Most

psychiatric patients are unwilling prisoners;

but the private individual who actively seeks

psychiatric help is also brainwashed,For

instance,if a man goes to see a psychiatrist

 



from two different angles. Bach view is as

trueias the other. This is easy to say,but

hard to believe, Take for example MW「s

article in this issue,and what he Says

about the.strength of the NBE.None of what

he says fits in with what I see around me。

I see only small turn outs of a few thousand,

despite massivye publicity,【 find almost no

support fof them locally.I can see themm
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only as a SImall,isolated group,Who are
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ideas and or behaviour are altered, Most

psychiatric patients are unwilling prisoners;

but the private individual who actively seeks

psychiatric help is also brainwashed,For

instance,if a man goes to see a psychiatrist

 



because of his inability to hold down a ]0b,

and the psychiatrist says:“You cant hold

down a job because you are rebelling again -

st the strictness of your parents.“The

patient accepts this is true (and a bad way

to be),and now holds down a jopb,This

seems to me to be no more a cure of any

illness or disease than 讨 my friend says to

me“You don 「t like““art“ becamse you come

from a working class background 、 Ne

accepting this as evidence of me being sick,

or at least having something wrong with me,

and then striving Very hard to like it.

It may sound sily,but this is the implic-

ation of modern psychiatry. It is probably

better to be able to appreciate art than not,

but ill7 It may be true that male homosex--

uals hate their mothers. But am I sick

because as a result of haying a set of toy

Roman soldiers as a child, I become veTy

interested in history. It was as a result of

having these toys that I went to the library ,

and got books first on Roman history and

later developed an adult interest in the

Subject.

Im not saying that it「s great to have

internalised many types of attitude and

behaviour. But although we ftnd certain ideas

irrational eg,belief in christianity or

Witchcraft,it is presumptuous to say that

such people are sick, Just imagine it; every

christian sick: Byery fascist sick: Bvery

tory sick: Bvery non-aniarchist sick, Just

imagine it: 心nd all because they didn t

have the same pakents as you,or the same

childhood heroes as you,0r g0 to the same

school as you. Imagine it; sick the lot:

Yet this is the philosophy and practice of

psychiatry、Witness psychiatrists getting

injunctions on their preyious patients gett-

ing married,or the courts getting pschia-

tric reports on criminals whose behaviour

is not totally nefaricus but irrational. Then

the courts pronounce you either wicked or

sick, (or perhaps they mean the same thing) .

Both bad things to be and you will be locked

Up、

No need to change the system,those who

haterit are sick,those whol can t cope with it

are Sick,and those the System cant cope

with are all sick, The implications for us

as anarchists are,I feel,clear。

Pete

NEW 二ORK : The Jury had
found Leyegett 卫Owning, 56,
guilty of drunken driving, and
now he stood before Judge
James 双ainWatef,jn 刘orida「s
Dade County Court pleading
for leniency。
“I hayve Inade 8 mness Of m

]ife,your honoury「 he Said.
“NoW I would like & 1aSt
Chance because

_

Im荣
tb become 8 real estate .agent
and hope t0 make 河
Those “tWo 。Wo “Teal

estate “stuck an odd chord lm
tbhe back of Judge RainWater「5
Inind.
Just 18 months before; While

the judge &nd his Wife
Tiet Were “on “holiday,

。

amt
aTsonist had planted a Molo-
toy cocktail bomb inside their
home and cahSed Imore tban

  

 

 
丿700 Worth of dama8ge.

  

The only clues je 坟 behintL
Were & eighbour多description
0f tbe & tngerprint On

nd & bOOKlet Qnl
how to be a Teal estate agent
Taking & closer look at the

Inan before him,the judge
Tealised that Downing Seemed
to ft the description given by
林 T

ourn e hearing,he
Strode 沥

描

ChamberS ,to
telephone tbe Miami police:
Downing Was “fnger-printed
and 、his “prints ex 8 ct137
招 伟 技 On 沥
udge「s。 Window-S 8t the
ime of the fire.
At his trial before another

judge Do W ning “admitted
Setting fre to Judge Rain-
Water8 Was jailed
for four years for arSOon,p1us
11 “yearS probation. His
driving licenCe has also beem
SUSpended.
Said

“

Judge

“

Rainwater :
“S&ying th0se tWo Words
“Ieal “estate“ Was

“

如e big-
geSt mmistake of his ife.“
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THE LAGGING OF

CONSCIOUSNESS

I had intended to write an account on the

May-June events in France 1968. I changed

my mind and decided to write about Britain

in 1978:. My 「style「 is I admit abstract,!

leave you to fill in the gaps,this is Imore

tbhan applicable to the final two sections、.TTy

to figure out what I mean when I mention

“actions「“,hSe Paris “68 as an eXammple...,

I hope to return to the things herein and

expand considerably,try to clarify.【 Want to

open up adebate,something British Anarch-

ists seem incapable of,most of the time,!

wrote this to meet a deadline - the last bit

shows it,still I haye ehanged nothing.

breakaway

Although bourgeouis idealogy gives the

arance of stagnation ,it retains an iron

gTrip. The crisis is not economic,it

permeates far into the social body-politic

and beyond. 吊 superficial “breakout“froml

bourgeouis ideology is,admittedly happeningy

however it「s not as if the population were

moying towards an egalitarian 0f even liber-

tarian perspective. Far from it,the reality

is considerably different,as people are

shifting,en masse,in

that is towards an extreme right wing“popu-

list「 solution. In electoral terms this is

reflected in mass support for Thatcherite

conseryative policies,and to a leSSeT eXtentt,

the national front、This is aat in the ihterest

of modern capital,but the“breakout“does

not operate on the best long 07 short terml

interests of capitalism, The on1ly beneficial

aspect for capital is the continuance and

extension of atomisation amongst the:Working

class. The only faction of capital that Seemns

capable of manoeyring capital toWwards its

inevitable goat,state capitalism (within a

“mixed「 - but with the state sector

having the-upper hand) is of course the party

of techno.bureacrats,the Labour Party.

While it is true that ideology blinds _the

bourgeouise and middle class as to their

best interests within the capitalist

- 85 a glimpse at most newspapefs Will Show

you - ather than examine the tiresome

monetarist theories that spew Out of their

 

editorials and the mouths of spokes people

for these confused creatures, [ think it would

be more to the point to-see what is going on

in the minds of the majority of the population

- the working class.

The working-class is a huge majority,( althougbh

workers themselves don「t constitute alt this

majority)other classes are a minorityy eVen

allowing for the tremendous amount of “over-

lapping“between classes.The working-Class

have been unable to fulfil their_ Historical 

,task, the smashing of Capitalism and the State,

the total dismantling of bourgeois society.

The vast bulk of the working-class are the

repository of the most backward, reactionary

ideas. Let us scrutinise this unhappy state

of affair8. :

n 诊 2

irrationality

Any nagging doubts concerning the victor

of the next general election haye been promptiy

dispelled with Thatcher「5 Iehearsed

impromptu outburst on “immigration“. Why

,do I say this? Surely the British working-clase

the 10 million or so trade-unionists would,as

E disgusted reaction to this obnoxious womans

hysterical gibberings,automatically side with

“theif“ Labour pafty and unions、 No,things

don「t happen like that. “

The irrationa in society 0yercomes With

re ative ease things such as“Logic“ ,Common

Sense“ and unfortunate Yy,cl1ass-consciosness

The wctxking class in this contry is about

the most pol itica lly backward in urope,

Tridqd ed with “chauvanism , Tacisim,SeXiSIm

and other irrationalities and apart TOml

being incapab e of emerging rom these

fixations, seem to be reyell!泉 in them,

like farmyard anima s w a 「owing in

It「s guite obvious that the next geheral

election will be fought not on“bread and

butter“issues,but on the most repellent

piatforms immaainable, “ Immigration“

which is_in reality race,“Law and

Order“.Moraity. and eyven the reintroduction

of corporal punishment fo7“hooligans「.

“Education“ of course,will1 be a major

factof“bring back the three R「s“ as if

they evef eft us.. , …

,

As fof economics

the conservatives will play on the fragmen -

ted subconscious of the working ClasS by

attacking social security claimants and the
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unemployed with“scrounger“scares .By

playing on the divisions of the working

class by .promoting conflict over ,“differen- ,

tials“ , With the present mentality of the

working class it will hayve fruitful electoral

results.It has already.

On the economic vel ,no-one is impressed 「

by the miserable performance of thtis

government, inflation in sing「e figures; 2

few more quid in the pocket; _the balance of

payments reading more fayourably, a

“successful “wage restraint policy “-

peop「e are quite rightly pissed off with the

whd e set Up - but because of the prevading

political schizophrenia,many working -class

peop e will move into the other dead end

and support the conservatiye Party .

Re
ten
河
S

self-destruction

The working class is turning in on itself.

A negative despair,combined with an almost

total repudiation of the humanitarian aSpects

of bourgoise ideology working

ClaSS,0I prO etari an class consciousness,

is almost non-existant,confined to eveT

diminishing enclaves

.

While the retrogressive

elements of bourgotise ideology,lika Mary

.Whitehouse; attack homosexuality in the courts,

the plebian Ntional Front Supporters are Out on

the streets,“Queer bashing“wrecking Gay pubs

and 0ccassionally murdering,( It is besides

the point that many of these“Bashers“are

repressed homosexuals themselyes)

The direct action of despair today doesn t

express itse!f in“expropriation of the expropI-

  

iators“- all we seem to be wittnessing today

is an eptdemic of xenophobia and irrationality。

As class-aWareness reaches its nadir,it

re-emerges in a bastardized form ,Whereby

the estranged working class become the aggressive

custodians of bourgoise morality.Workers are,

on almost every level tragically divided,thts

negativc “aynamic not nece88arily permeating

from the bourgoise aboye to the working class

below,but operating fromxithin_ 比eyery

depths of the lethargic masses8,The deeper we

penetrate the collective aspirations of the

working class the more we encounter despond -

ancy、 When millions of peop e g0 mad with

despair,unable to “expiain the apparant break-

down of society(capital) it begins with the

frustrated backward and unorgantsed WworkeTs,

Eask-En&

the unemployed,youth,spreading to the dis-

orientated organised working the

traditional fasctst cannon-fire the middle class,

taking only a arginal role.The 119, 000 votes

picked up during the last GLC electionsby the

Front - the huge swing to the conseryatives

after and even before the opening Salyo in the

immigrant“debate“shows the current of

Public opinion is cascading into the murky

muddy waters of reaction.The of the

Council elections in May will confirm this trend.

Only a minority of people are yoting in e ections,

not out of any anarchist feeling“ but because they

haye been crushed 9 enstrangement from the

bourgotse-democratic system,Now these people

are stirring they seem to be magnetically attraIC

ted to the forces of bourgoise and plebiant

reaction. So oppressed ,dejected and weary are

the public,that, in what can only be describedas

suicidal tendencies they would,say, 讪 a refer-

endum on capital punishment were held,yote

overwhelmingly in favour of reintroduction of i[.

The working cliass is cam tbalising itself not

“eating the rich“,And as worker fights WorkeT,

black workers against white workers,skilled against

unskilled ,council tennent against SquatteT -

in fact a muliplicity of se「fperpetuating divisions,

with even seperate catagories of the working

class,turning in on themselyves,While this goes

on Capital lays the ground Work for its continuity.

 

opposition2

What about those who claim to be fighting the

system? Let us look at our “left“. Our pathetic

microscopic left。from the Communist Party

to the Socialist Workers and the International

Marxist Group who are increasingly operating

on bourgoise terrain,and failing,not that they

eyer 0perated on a different plane... …

bourgoise as they are . Their right to woIk

campaigns have proved total abortions along

with most of their other stunts. TheiT“inter-

vention “in the e ectoral fieid is a case in point,

not ony do they totally submerge themselves in

the rigmoro「e of electioneering,even to the

extent of sporting ridiculous rosettes,the results

are alWayS5 a debacle. Occassionally they even

put up candidates against each other -“ splitting

“their diminutive handfu“ of yotes further still.

The few people who vote for them are mostly

immigrants,Who vote not because they are more

conyerted “ultra-left“than the indigtnct:s

. population ,but because the left seem to be

the olny people fighting an ever-present threat

that hangs over them racisn . 7

It has little relevence that the left are claiming

to use the electoral charade as a“platform「“

and that the real purpose is to recruit Ihembers

or enlighten the working class with “socialist

policies“. The fact of the matter is that they

:have misunderstood prevailing conditions and

haye translated a few hundred votes into a

「Spectacular triumph Although the left have

“attempted to plunge into working ciass irration -

THE TuR .

alities - for instance ,cavorting With dockers

outside Pentonville singing“Teddy is a Queer“

.- as Shown by the attack on the PIB meeting at

Conway Hall the initiative lies elsewhere、[t is

becoming more difficult for the left to tap this

endless reseryoir of potential as they are

increasingly monopolising the liberal-bourgoise

mantle.The left「s analysis of modert capitalism,

the contemporary situation,of mass psychology,

is totally inadequate,redundant,bankrupt,To

attempt Such a task would bring into question

their whole reason for existance. When these

idiots say Bem :s a“Paper Tiger“or has

“betrayed the workers“they really mean iL,

what they fail to realise is that the Workers

hate Benn because they think he is some sort of

communist. To tell the truth most workeTs
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couldn「t give a fuck, All the left seems to be

ab「e to do is stand outside tube stations,

rattling off slogans like the mindless ParTots

that they are.。

anarchistS2

雨hat about us? Here the situation is little

better most theoretical groupings are tending

to rely increasing!y on a singular perspective.

For example the Zero collectiye,Zero「s

reliance on an “Anarcha-Feminist“cTitique of

society - Which sees sexism and patriarchy

aS the enemy,which is rapidly developing into

a radical - feminist critique,is a case in point .

Groups like this postulate their theories,and

running up against a wall of hostility and

indifference,they become more inward looking,

building little islands of purity,to the exc“usion

of other comerades and ideas. In fact the become

more re「iant on their own particular interpTetation

of Sexism、Sex itself doesnt get a mention,

Purity and puritanism,twin barriers,complete

their self-enforced isolation.Not that they have

got much to join hands with,the Test of the

“movemeht“ is in an equally abysmial state.

义 more worrying tendancy is that of the

“organtsation who want to compxete with

the left.Any attempt to builid a British C.N. 了 .

is an absolute Superfluous exercise,(in Spain,

it may not be superfluous it could be counter-

revolutionar歼 、The current state of affatrs

as I have pointed oht,are not exactly conduieive

towards the disemination of stch conceptions.

They never will be.

The idea of calling endless conferences t0

10

月

口

kRST FRe TWE oTr Tee 卫18ThT

discuss what should automatically come natural

to anarchists is another illustration of disturbing

trends,What「s the point of spending a weekend

talking about an anti-election campaign7 Action

is what「s needed,not yap. An increasing

number of comerades seem to be iving on 7

for the next conference or meeting, The trend

towards organising “campatigns“ is another

error,it has been suggested that an anti-polit-

ician campaign be added on to the anti-election

campaign. Again with prevailing condition5,an

campaign can only be Successfully

conducted on a right wing populis basis.The

is applicable to a disaffiliation from the Labour

Party suggestion (Trade Dnions haye a political

levy on their members) The backward prolatarians

of today wou「d, if given a choice to re-affiliate

choose the Conservative Party o the.

If the working class were to become even slightly

axare of their historical task these campaigns

would be irreleyant. Something else would be on

the agenda. There is hardly any tendency in the

anarchist movement that seems capable of

analysing society in totality let alone evolying

and implementing strategy and tactics to meet the

situation - on y a few individuals seem Capable

of making a start in thtis direction .

attacking

It is maintained by some that Capitalism is

decadent、 If it is,then decedance has a Temark~-

ab“e resilience,The situation here in Britain has

proved the bankruptcy of Historical-materialism

e

讪 nothing else. Lct us not be afraid to =~ Imoye

into,a more moderhist analysis of

marginal sectors are coming into yiolent

conflict with the forces of the State,but however

turbulent these clashes arey unless they spill

out into the rest of the population,they are

fated to remain isolated、Many young blacks

have partially rejected the commodity-

capitalist society( at Nottinghill some of the

looted goodies were Used as ammunition

against the police) Society has basically

repudiated the young blacks hence their

rejection. The black8 rejection due to their

TelatiWe lends itself towards

Conceptions such as nationalisim

and TaS arfa, anisSin, despite this howeveT,

they haye made the furthest incursions into

the where real possibilities lie … …

violent conflict with the forces of the State.

Whether this its defensive is meaningless

- theactions they take are offensiye,such as

the first Nottinghill Camival riot. We may be

eon8 aW8y from an Italian situation ~ While

theTagged left shuffled dejectedty arOound the

backK streets of IIlford,in Rome school kids

and young sttdents took to the streets armed

with petrol1 bombs,demanding the abolition

of exams - we must make preparations .

   

The prevailing attitude amongst anarchists,

eyen those who are groping in . a realistic path,

is defeatism, Just because the immediate
Eos

circumstances are bleak there can be no

excuse for capitulation - and that「s what

defeatism entails - the point isthat because the

future is so predictable ( a massive swing to

the right)for us NOTHING MATTERS. “网 e

Can. beproyocative ,audacious, nibhalistic evens

the possibilities are endless,we should use

Our as a TehearSal for 【

the Thatcherite future. Only then will we take part

in the first great asSault against Capital: 下o ,

T am conyinced that only.a Thatcherite government

can induce through their excesseS and Ccfass

“stupidity a reaction that will act as a catalyst.

We should be the detonators in such a Situation

- the question tis,are we up te it2 I fear not。

_Some of us are impatient,we cant Wait, we

BD t 坂刑[ ainr.

   

11

LEADERSHIP AND

AUTHORITY

Anarchists don「t reject leadership and

authority、. Let me explaint leadership and

authority from an anarchists position as [

see it. Everyone has some Special ability

or knowledge No two people

ability or knowledge to the same degree of

the other - such a thing is improbable.

Therefore, there are leaders in many areas

of life,and authorities on many Subjects..

In time of need,or in the case of desire to

know,those leaders and authorities Will,

and should,help those who need to help

themselyes. They should share their Know -

ledge for the good of all. These questions

are ansWwered,like most everything else,

by the use of commonsense, but how often

do we make the simple complicated7

Anarchists reject,denounce and fight

Power. When you become egotistical, con-

sider yourself or your ability,or knowledge

to be superior,and you become greedy:;

desiring to make yourself a place above

everyone else,with a hierarchy to go with

it and you Want to call shots and impose

yourself; your ideas,on others,then that

is wrong.

That is not real leadership of authority.

In a time of need,emergency,if every-

one else appears to be unaware of what to

do or in what direction to g0,and 让 1S

obyious that you do,oI think you do,then

calt the shot,point the way. Any idiot will

follow your qirectiton; and/or Suggestion3

if they undersrand.

When people understand they don“t dis-

agree,they set about trying to do what

must be done,rightly. . . .it doesnt take

force.

Cart.L .Harp

Walla Walla Penitentiary,USA.

1

LOVE,REVOLUTION & SOLIDARITY to

Phil, Jake,Brian,Dave,Malcolm,Jim,]ohn,

Marie,Noel, Noreen, Bmily,Carl, Russ

and the many,many (too many) more in

prisons all over the world,still kicking the

system. You are not forgotten,What we do

out here we do for you as well, May all nicks

go the way of Chelmsford. ..up in flames,but

not while you remain inside. …
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UT HERE

FOR YOU

A meeting Was held in London recently,

about Prisons and the Anarchist Moyement.,

I really Wanted to go,but the dreaded flue

kept me away. However a Teport-back to

an anarchy collective meeting said the

meeting was a flop - no one had much to Say

etc.Thisdisheartened me a bit,as [ had a

“lot to say and hoped others would as WelL.

There「s about 45, 000 penple in“prisonin

the (for Want of a better explanation) UK

alone. Then there「s the rest of the

But to stay nearer home - the people in

nick have tried to bring attention to the Way

things are for them. Remember Hull “76 ?

Don“t ever forget it,cons are still Working

off their loss of remission from that partic -

ular demonstration。Remembef a SmalleT

show of disgust at Albany Gaol that same

summer? Gartree Riots? (see Anarchy 11),

Parkhurst Riots? And all the sit-downs etc.

in 1973. Well prisons are still here and

increasing. People are getting longer sent-

ences than a few years back. I can remember

as a kid being amazed (and disgusted) at the

30 years meted out to the great,train robb-

erSs. Well,nowadays,30 years,although

just as disgusting,doesnt seem 50 amazing.

Stretches of 5 and 7 years afre handed out

like sWeetieS,and there are loads of people

doing 12“5 24「“s etc. in their nicks.。

Some of the time it「s just plain frustrating

thinking abaut prisons.“We cant bust“em

out so let「s not think about it at all“Syndrome.

But there are some things we can do.

We can talk about prisons and the condit-

ions inside. It is amazing how the _state 「s

pPropaganda is belieyved. A friend said to

me only the other day that modern pYisons

were smashing inside, - Yeah well I Know

that「s an extreme example,but look how

people Teact When you talk about a

stealing a con「s radio etc。“What,theyYe

got radio「s inside7“ Like it SHOULD BE

14

bare boards and moss growing on the walls.

Wheneyer things happen in prisons - like

in Hull we should be there,yelling our

encouragement and solidarity. We must

talk and Write about prisons; remind people

about those inside,go to prison benefits ;

the PROP public inquiry into Hull was very

badly attended considering what the cons

had to say and what had been done to thems,

before,during the demonstration and long,

long after it had finished:

   

WAND5SwoRTM “PR15e心

Martin Sostre,who has spent much time

in US jails and always fought inside,said

that it Was very important we Send anarchist

literature into prisons,as much as possible .

We try to do that With Anarchy,and other

papers do the same,but it is not enough.

Maybe we should have a double subscription

- one for you and one for a Con. As well as

literature we must write to friends inside.

I find that quite difficult - just to find the

time - weeks fly by out here,but inside a

week without a letter can be a long time。

Of course,we should also make Sure that

any con we know upon coming 0ut has

some place to go,clothes,Imoney etc.

When you「ve done six years there「s not

much left of what you left behind.

Collections to get money together for

comrades coming out should be made. An人

p不 5

  

comrades coming out should be well im-

bursed,and other aid as well. That SHOULD

be automatic.。

That is more actions around individual

prisoners,but there is something we can do

for a lot of con 8 at onee. And that is - go to

the local nick and give them all a wave and

a S8hout. Tvwe been 0n a few marches t0

prisons and alwayS got a buzZ out of them

that I neyer get in Trafalgar Square 0f Hyde

Park. Singing songs about Harry RobeTts

and Joe Sewell on the way,to set the atmos-

pPhere and giving a good old yell to get the

cons attention. It is nice to KnoW you are not

forgotten.The feedback from inside is

always terrific,when thefe「8 been a

demonstration to the nick, And walking home

footsore and hoarse,I feel at least that I「ve

achieved something; unlike most demo「s.

   

艮 SCKE2 ,ScREutssQ.。》

November the fifth is a jolly night fof

Inost、Well,why not share your fireworks

this year with the men and women in your

local nick. If we could have a few gatherings

outside nicks at the weekends;,without much

effort,every nick could have a visit at least

twice a year.

Other things can be qdone of course、 In the

sit-downs of “73,outside visitors helped to

spread the word among the cons by visiting

People in different w ings of the samme nick,

giving leaflets to other visitors so they

could do their bit,adeice-on claiming was

sWapped with wives and generally we all

had a gTO0yy time.

So,in conclusion, I say put a bit more

15

into prisons: We「ye got enough people in

Ilthem - Tve met some really good, strong

Ipeople from inside and their friends outside.

As much as cons need our Support - We

need theirs.

Charlotte Baggins.

REPRESSION INSiDE

A“_REPRESSIVE

SOCIETY: IN OTHER

WORDS, PRISON.

Think of prison as a world within a world,

with the governor and senior officers as the

g0oyernment,and the screws as pigs and

bosses;讪 you Bring a SyStem 07 a state down

to that size,the size of Albany,the prison !

WaS .

Albany,which is an A category prison,

where the security system is so extensive

that they say even the mice cannot get Out.

A quick outline from out to in: forst the

Wall ,15 to 20 feet high; then two fences ,

with an alarm System fixed to them, all

around the fences are underground trembleTs ;

then there are the cameras inside the Walls

and outside,then you get Screws With dogs.。

The lights; (you would not think them as

Part of security,but they are) about 75 to

100 feet high,and situated so that any heli-

copter cannot land or hoyver; everything is

connected to a colmputer and radar system..

Now you come to the cell block,which is

situated about the centre of this square mile,

With workshops around it,all doors are elec-

tronically controlled.

Discipline is strict but kept low until used

outright,this has been shown in many forms:

Before the “69 riots (where prisoners were

demonstrating against this discipline) ,we

were allowed a few things,like cell hobbies

and class,and allowed between the wings。

After “69, things got harder, pTisoners con -

fined to their own wings,some cell hobbies

cut back,political books and so on Yestricted,

because { think around “69 prisoners got

more politically minded.

As the discipline hardened so did the pTi-

sohers fight against it; you saw Imore solid-
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arity between the cons,out came the shit

parcel thrown into the Screws office,out

came the fire bomb planted in a black legs

cell,or a dustbin or workshop. Stopping of

work and the sit-down,the con on the roof。

While I was there,the solidarity was intens-

ive for out of 350 prisoners only about ten

went to work, Even when we were in our

Wings with our report SheetS,the ScTeWws

expected us t0 g0o trooping off to get our -

ishment,but al sheets Were ripped up and

the governor told to fuck off; he handed out

punishmnet without us, which was 7 days loss

of pay and remission. For refusing to report

to the governor,We all got another report

sheet. In the end we made our points,but

they were not seen to S0 things started again,

the fire bomb and so on. . .

   

MAtL-R< SowiNt AT TWE

When the LIRA political prisoners took 0ver

one landing,demanding to see one of their

comrades「in confinement,the governor

freaked out with them and over the solidarity

between them,.First,he sent in the storm

troopers (after we were ocked up) in full

riot dress,and screws「came from other

prisons

.

around the area,they beat the hel

out of our comrades、The next day Imeetings

took place al over the prison,and the talk

was to take over:the prison and rip it-down .

The screws found out that first we weTe

going to take-over the film place,on the day

they showed the film,Usual:y there were

about 20 screws at the back of the room bit

when we walked in there were 4 ScrewW5; Cons

thought this funny and it was only by luck that

we found out that the governor had freaked

out again and had put 30 to 40 screwsi in full

riot gear behind the screen,so things fell

through. Oyer the next few days the tension

Was Sogreat that You could see it,feel it,

   

月 PRReu5 oRRp _MEETiNd,

bht for some reason it came to nothing although

you could feel the tension for weeks aftef.。

Discipline got even harder,little things came in

like no wearing of our own clothes,Imore cell

Searches,down the block for little things,loss

of remission every time you went down the

block instead of say,3 days down there 0 1oss

of pay. There had always been censorship of

political papers sent in,but there was aclamp

down; [ even had papers like “Freedom“stopped,

So you can imagine what happened when a book

like “Political Police in Britain“_came in.

It「s not getting any easier in prison; as the

years go by new forms of repression ,inside

as wel“ as out,are being devised and put into

practice from South American politieal pris-

one to the Stanheims,from the special units

to the H blocks,with the use of drugs and

acoustic isolation. And even worse,State

murder in prison: Unlike the murders in

Germany,and in the rest of the world,where

things are being done about them,what of the

political murders in Bnglish prisons? What

is being done there? Nothing「, Political pris-

oners in this country are isolated from out-
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OLD

-

HOMES

FOR NEW

I suppose I ought to begin this With a

short historical analysis on publicly 0wned

housing; how it began and etc etc,only

don“t actually know the roots and on1y rec -

ently (2 years ago) became a council tenant,

and therefore felt inyolyed.

Living in London,the Whole area of

local council and GLG housing is maybe “

different from that of a Smaller toWwn, S0

generally [ if stick to what [ Kn0W about,

There are seyeral trends in council housing

at the moment,some are positive,others「

disastrous and maybe the end product i

actually a sort of greyness s0mewheTe in

the middle.

On the positive side,is the large scale

buying up of run down areas and the rehab-

ilitation of them for the existing community

- taking houses away from private landlords

and relieving the strains of overcrowding

and general bad conditions - it「s a long hard

r0ad but hopeful y the end product is worth

i[.

What I want to concentrate on though is

the yery worrying prospect of the sale of

housing、This started some years

ago and has been a “popular“tory yote

catcher ever Initially one could argue

that to buy a house instead of paying rent for

“n「 years is better,and with it of course

g0es greater security etc,.(the total lack of

Security of tenure for councit tenants is a

problem).But what happened in the early

days was that people bought their council

houses (having lived in them for some time

already) on the condition that they didn t

resell them for 5 years ( bought at lower

than market price with good mortgage

facilities etc). Five years later the houses

came on the market at ful market price,

only to be bought by the local council wha

needed the housing stock. That by anybody「s

standards is cTazy.

What is happening now, (particularly with

the new tory GLC) is that NBW housing est-

ates,not“yet lived in,are coming onto the

17

market,and the price asked for is well

above .anything that a prospective tenant

cou d pay. So,we haye the situation of a

housing “shortage“- a false one in numbers

but real enough for the homeless and badly

housed - and the selling of publicly owned

houses to those who can afford home owner-

ship. The GLC want to get rid of all their

housing. The good stuff they want to sell on

the open market. The bad houses in need of

much repair they are putting oveT to a “home

steading“ scheme. This invorves taking on

the house free for a number of years on

the condition that it is rehabilitated and then

starting to buy it at the end of that period.

Other old properties in need of rehabithitation

are going over to housing co-ops. This leaves

the old estates the pre-war dream homes

that are now slums,the dumping grounds

for the council「s problems「. No one wants

to buy these so they are trying to offload

them ont0 local councils. Some hayve already

said “stuff it“ because the GLC is not forth-

Ccoming with any money towards rehabilitation

nor is it offering its building land to councils

(who need more space badly),that wil1 go in

office building; a more 1ucrative short terml

policy (more lucrative for some you under-

Stand) .

 

West9 乜r ad cowncu

The end of this little game will see more

private ownership - nice if you can afford it、

- and a collection of public housing that can ,

only be described at best poor and more reat-

istically stummy ; with the additional end
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starting to buy it at the end of that period.

Other old properties in need of rehabithitation

are going over to housing co-ops. This leaves

the old estates the pre-war dream homes

that are now slums,the dumping grounds

for the council「s problems「. No one wants

to buy these so they are trying to offload

them ont0 local councils. Some hayve already
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The end of this little game will see more

private ownership - nice if you can afford it、

- and a collection of public housing that can ,

only be described at best poor and more reat-

istically stummy ; with the additional end

  



result of an extended council waiting list with

nothing worth waiting for. The drying up of

the private rented market will presumably

mean more people with no place to go except

perhaps those wonderful new towns we keep

hearing about, So much for cheap public

housing and an end to slum dwellings.

The selting of new council estates is espec -

ialtly sickening though. Before,the idea was

that tenants,who had lived in their council

homes for a long time could finally own them

- a lot could be argued about the rights and

wrongs of that,what I feel cannot be argued

about is the se:ling of new unlived in places,

Here there is no tradition of a community,

Who have put a lot into their homes and long

for security,no here is oniy property Spec -

ulation,an upgrading of the sociat area,And

what,it has to be asked,happens to the people

who were moyed out of the area for the building

to be done?7 Where haye they been rehoused?

Often peop「e go into sub standard accomodation

for severa「 years whi e waiting for neW coun -

cil housing,some are mowed far from their

old homes and friends,some are dumped in

bad,old council houses.

What of the people who have already been

promised these homes as council rented

accomodation? Oh they will be offered the

option of buying them alright,but they wont

be able to take up that offer, Our local council

has an arrangement with the GLC over local

housing and on GLC estates some of the homes

are offered to people on local council Waiting

lists - these promises will hayve to be broken.
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I onlyknow myself that having endured bad

councilfousing for two years on the promise

that something better will be mine soon,and

seeing the Work done on my new flat eveIy

day - 让 that were to be Suddenly offered for

sale on the open Imarket,well out of my price

range,I would be probably crushed by the fact.

It is easy to say,well People should fight this,

and I agree we all should,but bad housing is

something that really does bring people down

and make life so terrible that just existing

becomes a full time job - thus people often

don“t fight,they give up.

Perhaps another reason fof the lack of pos-

itive action against this policy is the way it is

done. I said I can see my new flat being worked

on,tbat is because our street ts in a rehab-

ilitation area and so we stay in the 01d houses

until the new flats are ready - where the GLC

is selling they are redevelopement areas,the

people who have lived there have long since

gone,and those who would haye been offered

the new places will not know necessarily that

those places wese for them, All they Know is

that they are stil“ on the housing waiting list

with no hope of getting off it、 Being on the

housing list is an isolated thing the GLC list

is not made up of communities it is a higgedy

Piggeldy selection of people from all oyer

London who live in bad accomodation - but who

are not in contact with one another and who

only compete for the few places offered.,

I think we must bring these dirty dealings

into the open - local councit elections are a

good time to bring it hp,or housing meetings

at the town hall. Remember that.our money is

used to _build these homes that we need so

urgently,for them to be sold at a high market

price to the highest bidder is robbery twice

over. We lose the money eyery week in rents

and rates and we lose the houses as Well. A

lot of mumbo~jumbo is talked about the Sub-

sidizing of council hbomes,and the poof old,

owner-occupiers rates going on u8 ne「er do

well councitl tenants: Well,we pay those rates

too,and We pay rent towardgs the cost of our

homes,we cannot go to the rent tribunal

about our high rents,they are fixed - not

fixed so they don 「t go up most yeafS,but

fixed so they can「t come down. .There is no

need for council housing to make gr0SS

profits,and they would pay for themselves 让

 

it wasn 「t for the huge interest charged ont

money borrowed for their building. We have

the crazy situation of large firms querying

THEIR rates bill and so delaying it - often

thousands of pounds,while they “lend「 the

couneil money at high interest rates.No it「s

not council tenants who are subsidized by

public money,it「s big business.

Sosy in conclusion what I humbly SuggeSt is

that we publicise this kind of nefarious robb-

ing of the people - good old fashioned

slanderous posters locally Would not g0 amiss,

we also need to work out hoW to Stop mm0Ie

new estates being sold,and how to impr0ye

council housing in all its aspects - 0byiously

this is something we can Work on in tenants

groups,but I「“d really like 80me feedback on

the selling of council houses and what We

can do about

Charlotte Baggins

(Revolutionary Heterosexual Housewife4)

ALL THE HOUSES

BELONG _TO

EVERYBODY

Housing is getting to be a real problem

these days - not of course for the rich, Ffom

reading autobiographies of the 20「s and 30「s

in London it seems that while housing has

always been hard to afford,there Was at least

tons of empty places to let,eveIy shape and

size,in every area of towrt,now alf that i$

changing. :

PBRSONAL HOUSTORY

I appeared on this earth in a tiny mortgaged

,Semi ib Perivale,West London,Ifmy parents

having escaped the Bast Bnd slums、They both

Worked,and ten Yearfs later went “up“「 in the

World to Finchley,in the London suburbs.

TI hated it as there was no community,just

dull rows of aspiring middle class,commuting

nuclear families,with few shops and n0 pubs,

clubs,cafes,cinemas 0r anything.。

 

As soon as I could (18 years old) [ began to

look for new,more interesting places to live,

With other young people. Not haying any money

it seemed best to get live-in type jobs - in

homes for those with handicaps,in halftway

houses etc. This transitory Work gave me the
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nece8ssary freedom to hove around the diff-

erent areas and countries,and work in all

Sorts of ditferent Situations,I learned a lot,

but I was always compromised by living and

working under an authority however hard we

community workers fought for our independ-

ence, Bventually I grew restless to change

Society rather than help those most alienated

and confused to fit back in, Instinctively !

gravitated back to London,temporarily- at

my parents place,and I got a job in fslington

(North London) as a postal worker、This Was

four years back and I had returned to my class

and geographical roots.。

Cycling seven miles to work every day at

5.30 am soon lost its excitement and I spent

three solid months in looking for a flat to

share in that area, [ was not going to be stuck

on my own in a bedsit ˇ- I wanted to live

communally. So did thousands of others and

there were twenty people for every Poxy Little

Iroom to let,costing about 810. Like most

people I knew little about squatting,thinking

it meant「 bare boaTrds,shit,yiolence and

drugs,but I got so desperate I finally contarc -

ted the local squatting group and was in a

house within a week . At last a place of my

(with two other5) .

 

 

 

  

I cant explain how good it felt to have our

own kitchen,bedrooms,front door,neigh-

bours etc.and no landlord, However we were

evicted nine months later and moved into an

occupied ex-fire station.This was ok but the

council offered myselt,a friend and her baby
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evicted nine months later and moved into an

occupied ex-fire station.This was ok but the

council offered myselt,a friend and her baby

 



a tiny dingy flat and we moved in. It was far

to Small for us,and the baby already crawling

- and in a decrepit block of flats.We made

do for a year until we decided I should mmove

Oout, Me and two guys cracked open a neW

squat and I「ve been there two years noW,and

with it looking fairley secure for the future

a5 We are forming a housin8 co-o0p.

THE SITUATION NOW.

Still a GPO worker,I「ve been earning a Wage

but its gone up.only 30% in four years (prices

ne up 90吴).

B renbng:-

Although I could afford it, it「s almost rion-

existant;, ith most housing either council

owned,for buying o0f empty.

Councul Housing:-

You have to qualify usually as a family with

children (as they cant comprehend any. diff-

erent arrangement),so no deal there. A big,

bureaucratic,nuclear family moulding

Imachine. It is also a real hassle if you want

to change your house or the people you li ve

with - no flexibility。

4 place :-

I earn enough for a mortgage for a ftat On1y,

and I want a bloody house,not a pokey little

Place with no garden o front door onto the

street, YThe only alternative which can givye

me flexibility is squatting in one of the thous-

ands of empty houses aruond London, But to

get the security we need we haye had to oTg-

anise and fight for it, It seems that squatters

may actually end up,if not evicted,either

becoming council tenants on the lowest rung of

the housing ladder,or creating a neW “categ-

0ry“ of co-ops which will, in part,compensate

for the disastrous drying up of the rented

Imarket。

 

However,the future does not look good .

The tories want individuals 07 groups (co-

0p8) to own their property (the poor get the

Shit) to further increase people「 s stake in

capitialism,Labour can only offer the suff-

ocating bureaucracy of council housing,

althiugh they may tTy and标 a bit to single

People and grOups.

SOME CONCLUSIONS

To have to pay 0f beg for a decent roof
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o0ver our heads is an insult as deep as having

to sell our labour to employerS. There「s

p「enty for altb,and peop「e witling to build

and service houses - there s no housing

problem,only a class problem.

But we are hopelessly divided,as in the

field of labour,into 10 or 15 different

categories of housing。Divide and rule

Works Wonders.Squatter8, try aS they

might,could never oyercome these divisions

and were “eft 1solated, to the mercy of the

state.Only sheer necessity, and long,Imili -

tant,guerrilta struggle has kept it going,

but only until “rent books for all「 is achie-

ved and not free housing for all“ as we

want.Then it「s back to square One .

The struggle for decent housing is imp-

ortant and educational,and canl give u

glimpses of our libertarian future,But like

peasants with their land,and worker8 with

job security and higher wages,yOu Can

off people with the ownership of a home。

AlL these measures reinforce the family and

help Perpetuate the system.

We have to cut across the divisions,Wwhich

has shown to be possible,访 difficult,within

the squatting movement,We have to encourage

people to take as much contro“ of _their

community as can wrest from their

rulers,We must encourage neighbourliness

and respect, and 「community spirit「, comm-

unal child-care and play,and communal areas

and houses,、We must defend all this where

it is under attack to be replaced by mind-

numbing concrete jungles,

As in every field of life the task is long

and daunting,but can be exciting and rewar-

ding、We can use rent strikes; occupations,

confrontations,associations and barricades,

but it is only when is attacked

from ALL angles and destroyed,that lasting
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change will be possible. Bverything which

increases people「s confidence and desire to

control their lives brings us nearer that

Change。

Free housing for all to use and share,

create,liye,Work and play in without cont-

rols, is something which we can only imag-

ine the exciting possibilities of,but which

we KNOW is worth fighting for,

ES.

NB. I wanted to discuss things like commu-

ting,children and gardens,so I hope we1

get replies about your ideas and experiences。

MIND YOUR LANGUAGE

一 PEOPLE 【PRESENT

There is a popular moyvement

feminists to “unsex「“ the Bnglish language -

everyone is now familiar with non-sexist

adyverttsements for a “Person Eriday“ . Fair

enough - although personally this m/s sees

such painfully obyvious neutrality as empha-

sising rather than minimising the prolem。

Similarly,I don “t find being called a chair-

woman any more degrading than being called

a chairperson - it totally defeats my Sense

of equality「 I have recently obseved a tend-

ency in several feminist magazineS t0 g0

even further than the neutral,and change

the sex of yariuos Words from masculine to

feminine - if taken to the logical extreme,

the following passage could result -

([n the interests of true equality,[ hayve also

changed originally feminine words to their

masculine counterparts - and neutered most

altogether) :
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The herstory of wopersons epersonification

is personifoldly one of struggle against the

hiseditory attitudes of a persondacious soc -

iety. The modern sufferagette has person

aged to infiltrate all personner of occupat-

ions : housespouse; personufacturer; secTe -

tary; member of marliapersonate - frequent

-lyagainst personacing opposition from

Persons and non-comerade wopersons. MNo

longer the uneducated sheathens personacled

to the persontalpiece of the personsions,

wopersons haye hisoically emerged from

their hismitages,having committed the

hisecy of active independence. True,they

must still bear the burden of personstruation

child-bearing,herstorectomy,etc.,but

many haye freed themselyves from the daily

spreading of pargarine and parmalade,and

can turnh their Persontal efforts to the

-agement of the country. The spirit of the

parket place,their personifest hisitage,is

invaluable in this searct for equality - may

all wopersohs inhisit it,and continue their

battle for free and equal speech:

Kris Collier.

LETTER

Dear Anarchy,

[ should like to protest伟a SeXist

assumption represented in the article

“Work and Non-Work「“ in Anarchy 24. !

refer to one of the main criteria that is

used to define dock workers aS5“Teal Workers「

GC describes them as performing tasks

that “inyolves extreme physical exertion .

I feel that such machismo-like values Tesult

in a Crude and regressive defination of

“real workers.

Surely the kind of workers that anarchist

ought to support are any people who do shit .

WwWork for profiteering 07 oppressive empl -

o0yers,whether the work be “heayy“ Physical

labour or something like boring light“ass-

embly line of clerical workK,0r housewoTk.

I should qualify this by adding that I Would

not advocate supporting WOrkers Who are

used to oppress other Workers,eg police

However, I do agree with GC that there

is a need to investigate which kinds of work

are useful“ to society in general,0or just

useful“ to a minority of people who are out

to “rip off“anyone they can.

ourS, Carolyn
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The herstory of wopersons epersonification

is personifoldly one of struggle against the

hiseditory attitudes of a persondacious soc -

iety. The modern sufferagette has person

aged to infiltrate all personner of occupat-

ions : housespouse; personufacturer; secTe -

tary; member of marliapersonate - frequent

-lyagainst personacing opposition from

Persons and non-comerade wopersons. MNo

longer the uneducated sheathens personacled

to the persontalpiece of the personsions,

wopersons haye hisoically emerged from

their hismitages,having committed the

hisecy of active independence. True,they

must still bear the burden of personstruation
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all wopersohs inhisit it,and continue their

battle for free and equal speech:

Kris Collier.

LETTER

Dear Anarchy,

[ should like to protest伟a SeXist

assumption represented in the article

“Work and Non-Work「“ in Anarchy 24. !

refer to one of the main criteria that is

used to define dock workers aS5“Teal Workers「

GC describes them as performing tasks

that “inyolves extreme physical exertion .

I feel that such machismo-like values Tesult

in a Crude and regressive defination of

“real workers.

Surely the kind of workers that anarchist

ought to support are any people who do shit .

WwWork for profiteering 07 oppressive empl -

o0yers,whether the work be “heayy“ Physical

labour or something like boring light“ass-

embly line of clerical workK,0r housewoTk.

I should qualify this by adding that I Would

not advocate supporting WOrkers Who are

used to oppress other Workers,eg police

However, I do agree with GC that there

is a need to investigate which kinds of work

are useful“ to society in general,0or just

useful“ to a minority of people who are out

to “rip off“anyone they can.

ourS, Carolyn

 

 



  

THE WRECKERS

an stocy 名 couneut 吊(

Until a few years ago Highbury Park and

Bredgar Road was an established community

living in gracious homes with l1arge gardens:

Islington Council seryed compulsory

Purchase 0rders and bought the area for

maisonette style redeyvelopment,Work on the

site was not due for years and some of「the

properties were let by the Council to homeless

families and licensed tennants、Others were

squatted .

Recentiy demolition work started .Goodmant

Price a Hackney firm subcontracted to

Bmbassy demolition which emplyed Iump

labour (against official Council policy.) [ wtmess-

ed a boy not more than 13 working amidst

broken glass.Plans indicated a three phase

proceedure based on areas. However these

plans were not closely adhered to.Bmbassy

cowboys failed to contain their activities at all;

lssut

,

No.\5 史

e Ews-Shttt

6 [ }

仕

o avs truaqtlts

Lon&or 一 门卖t SKrstts &Courtreoms.

    

颅

they wrecked two beautifpl ILBA 0wned places with

a ten year lease (more of that “ater),removing

the roof o名one and causing both thousands of

pounds of internal damage, expelling the

occupants and looting their rematning possessions.

Similar damage was done to some lslington

Communtity Houses on Junction Road、Barly one

morning workmert clambered from the roofs

of occupied dwellings after remoying slates .

The result of this is a damp environment and

rainwater rotting plaster and timber, One

resident was electrocuted.The unskilled and

badly patd labourers haye to supplement their wages

with loot ( mainuy lead, zinc and timber.j CackK-

handed and pressek for time they damaged many of

the:things and compensate by taking massive ,

quantities,Working conditions after remoying

main timbers and making holes in ceilings

with pick-axes or hammers, are

Very often labourers burn 0ff small wood in

Situ、 During the firemens strike the army was

called out ten times to extinguish major and

minor ftres sometimes next door to occupied

houses,“

Islingtons Director of Housing,Hopkins,

Suggested that thefires had-been stoked at ntght

to become ex:ensive and that the

were responsible for the yandalism on the estate.

He has recieved the open support of tyo elected

Labour Councelors since become independant

and mediators with the National Front.““The

gr0Ss lie playing on peoples predjudices

against a minority and which in fact represents

the very brutalities the authorities resort to

is reminiscient of propaganda against the German:

Jews in Hitler「s embryonic state, AS an example

of open brutality,for instance,two Coucit

Officials broke down the door of a house one

K 日 iiL0

(more of that later): One house declared beyond

repair. Goodman-Price sent a bill for &27, 000.

People asking for six years guarantee of tenure

for a patch up job have been refused.

“Ractst old goats with threads of liberalism

running through their flasher macs can ascribe

eXcesses to West Indian 1abourers and the firIm

with a Jewish sounding name,Goodman-Price。

**The armys presence waS not appreciated .

Wouid the firemenhave tolerated this7

木 朱

吟

Fostnate5 1丿心 revefse order !

 

Imorning,without Warnin苛 , 发 woman and her

baby were inside.The workmen sSmashed the

stairs with a pickaxes The woman 「s screamis

brought people around to stop the Scene.The

senior official,Gtbson,fled for his car. The

other official apologised、He and the workmen

claim they Were only doing their job accordinig

to instructionss Apparantly an eveiction 0rder

Pinned to theidoor had blown away Or been -

remoyed、Uatil now the residents have responded

by very legitimate means, On those rare

occasions the Council agreed to meet Squatters

it was SelfTrightious with the implicatton that

their stories were lies because they contradiced

reports drawn up by those who had acted so

crudely Officiais could cover their blunders

because they concieye reports,without official

witnesses,The Council「s decision making bodies

have receivyed incorrect information,Pickets

of housing committee meetings have not brought

Imuch attention.Pressure has been applied on

SyImpathetic Councellors and a caimpaign to

remoye the independants is in motion :【 annt

Tather disgusted by the tennants phySical inertia

Only in the most extreme cases have they tried to

Stop the heavies: in Hargrave Park there is a

division between the squatters and the

licensed tennants and homeless families.

The latter have been offered alternative accomodation

in Hackney in KingsmeadsCramped and crumbling

YXictorian tennaments and high- rise flats

   

Thb 伟e wat WE a Movssb 一houss bd M M 5tartind rs

Profitable but considered unfit for respectabie

members of the communtty, Because of the

early morning raids of the Special Branch

and Drug Squad as well as the hazards and

Imisery created by the lumpers 60观 to 70吴

of the sanctioned residents haye opted for

these estates、MKmeoyver,Semi-offtcial organisations

like fslington Community Housing and Student

Community Housing have tended to act as a

buffer for Council people ]ike Terry Theodore

secking to, house honieless families “whtilst

Serving evection orders for squatS. As usual ,

classical leftists haye agreed Lo set up puppet

co-ordinating bodies which transfer Tespons-、

ibiliry from the Community so that its “

indtyiduals no loftger have a commort Feference.

When ICH「s places in Junction Road were being

wrecked it failed to respond. Co-operation to

diffuse anger7?

Squatting is ttte essence of urban “counteT~-

The Squatters room is not a prim

hygeine cell so-it devaltues the commodity-prison -

三 supple community offends those who desire

Suppfession .
一MIKE

Stop Press:-Eight midnight early morning raids

by the Special Branch and Special Patrol Group

in the last Sewerage disconnected from

occupied houses。

  

 

_SMOKING … 

“There are three good reasons for smokinggfirst, if you Smoke enough tobacco, you smelt

S0 strong,dogs never bite you.Second, if you smoke enough you will develop LIung trouble

which will make you cough, eyen when you sleep. Robbers hearingyou cough will think you

are awake and So Will not try to steal your belongings.Third, if you smoke aS much as

you can, you will have many diseases, but you will die young.“

“ - 同Bedouin chief to the youngsters of his tribe。
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ECONOMICSITUATIONS

No 1

At work today we ended up shouting down

our branch secretary,telling him the union

Was a bunch of shits and that we should all

leave (it「s a closed shop with 200, 000

members). Why? Because it「s controlled by

commies? No, Because it「s about tolwinl an

8 or 9 口 increase. In fact since I joined four

years back my take home pay has gone up

from 230 to f40 - the cost of

living has gone up at least 80 of 90吴 .It「s as

if they said - today we「re knocking f30 off

your wages - there「d be a riot. It「s all so

bloody subtle these days. On top this

most of the overtime has been cut out - of

course it「s an insult that people have to do it

anyhow but they are dependent on it if they

have famities and committments

 

Myself I have no committments,and could

probably survive on 25 a week if [ had to,

since I am squatting,I dont waste money on

clothes and food much,and [ don“t go t0 rest-

aurants and opera houses, I also dont drink

(What does he do you ask?)

However it seems to go through my fingers

and I「ve got f150 in the bank out of my 26, 000

the state has been good enough to give me

these last four years. How others make ends

meet I dont know - but many do part time

jobs and scrimp and saye. It seems clear that

there has been a yicious attack on our stand-

ard of living which is less amazing than the

fact that we seem helpless to resist. Of are

We7

 

Don“t fool a beggar
TEHRAN : A man

_

Who gave
& Counterfeit coin to a begg8T
Was aftefr the
complained “the c
2CCording _tc 、the xs
DTeEWSpaper 卫ttela2t、

No 2

For the 1ast siX years [ hayve been

living on social security, - Now if you

only know it from Radio 4「s Any Questio-

ns you wiltt imagine that [ get at least 540

a week or me and the Kids, and that [

24

“ eat out every night,Well it「s not quite

that good. [n fact to be realistic the money

is what they suitably describe as the pove-

rty line. I get 526.99 a week plus E1.50

child benefit alowance,That has to pay

54.89 rent,and everything else。 Most of

my money goes on feed,clothes tend to

come from friends and get passed on the

same Way,and I make some too - that is

not a hassle, [ wouldnt spend much on

clothes anyway. What I resent is the phoney

“cost of living“figures that deal with ALL

consumer products to show how the C.0.L.

is NOT rising at a rapid rate.But food

always is,and the poorer you are the more

of your total income you spend on food.

Im very Iucky in that [ don.t live in a

flat on my own,and I share things with a

friend. [f I was to try and survive alone

on that money I wouldnt make it - oh we

wouldnt starve,but “not staryving“is hardly

comparable to the“standard of living“they

keep talking about on the news.

My social security goes up every year in

November,my rent goes up every ApIil,

and my fooe goes up every week. [ used to be

able to manage reasonable well,but now [

have no way of paying for everything we need,

like I said I「ve got friends,. What really

annoys me though,is the way the goyvernment

like a great big sugar daddy says, Here you

are,we are increasing chil d benefit allow-

ance,and for an extra Special treat we 11

increase the extra benefit we give to single

Parents as well “And they do. Only the SS

TAKE AWAY that increase so that [ get

the same money. 【 could BARN 24 a week

and not get my benefit kKnocked off,but I

can t get an extra 1.50.(How many jobs

are there that pay &4 a week? And who would

Want one2)

Basically over the last six yeafS,although

I am now getting more money than I ever had

in my life,I am the poorest I have ever been :

I understand how the gap between rich and

Poor has got wider、 [ just wish that the unions

Would all strike for lower food prices - us

in the claimants union helped them with

strike benefits,how about a bit of reciprocal

action - a pay rise helps a few,a food

cheapener helps us alL

Scrounger.
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comparable to the“standard of living“they

keep talking about on the news.

My social security goes up every year in

November,my rent goes up every ApIil,

and my fooe goes up every week. [ used to be

able to manage reasonable well,but now [

have no way of paying for everything we need,

like I said I「ve got friends,. What really

annoys me though,is the way the goyvernment

like a great big sugar daddy says, Here you

are,we are increasing chil d benefit allow-

ance,and for an extra Special treat we 11

increase the extra benefit we give to single

Parents as well “And they do. Only the SS

TAKE AWAY that increase so that [ get

the same money. 【 could BARN 24 a week

and not get my benefit kKnocked off,but I

can t get an extra 1.50.(How many jobs

are there that pay &4 a week? And who would

Want one2)

Basically over the last six yeafS,although

I am now getting more money than I ever had

in my life,I am the poorest I have ever been :

I understand how the gap between rich and

Poor has got wider、 [ just wish that the unions

Would all strike for lower food prices - us

in the claimants union helped them with

strike benefits,how about a bit of reciprocal

action - a pay rise helps a few,a food

cheapener helps us alL

Scrounger.
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Reading。
ist group: Box 1A,

Glossop rd。, Sheffield 10 e
mtgs。Tuesdays for Spm a 10 Hanover
Square, Sheffield 10; discussion mtgs Sunday
evngs,forinightly。Also Student Group(Box
1SG); Black Cross secretariat (Box 1BC); Syn-
dicote of Initiatives (Box 1S8) all at 341
GI Rd。(te|。 05 obovej。
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WESTON-super~Mare,Martyn Redman,Flat 5,
23 Milton Road,Weston-s-Mare, Somerset。

LONDON FEDERATION

Anarchist Black Cross,123 Upper Tollington
Pork,N,4 (fel。 691 6533)
Anarchy Collective,29 Grosvenor Ave。,
N.5。(tel, 359 4794 before 7 pm)。
Clapham。3 Belmont Rd。SW4(hel。622 8961) 。
Dorking Libertorian Group,Howard Fuller,
6 Oak Ridge,Goodway,Dorking,Surrey
(hel。87814)。

East London Libertarians,123 Lathom Road ,
E.6 (fel, 552 3985)。

Freedom。8 48 Whikechapel High S (Angel
Alley}) Es1。(tel。247 9249)。
Hackney Anarchists,contact Dave 249 7042。
Kjngston Anarchists,13 Denmark Road,
Kangston~upon~Thames。(tel.549 2564)。
LSndon Workers Group, Box炳 182 Upper
St。N。1、(tel. 249 7042)。 万申SK木 史
Love V Power (write only) Desmond Hunter )
4 Swindon Sireet,WC1。
C c/o Nick Higman,

Union,S。L4Coll。,Knights Hil,
West Norvood,(tel,670 3774)。

Anarchist Communist Associotion (ACAJ,
Se 182_ Upper

KENT “ANARCHIST FEDERATION:
Ramsgate: Peter Ford, 22 Royal Roady
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Glasgow,C。Baird, 122 Bennerary
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Glasgow and Stirli

  

 

ANARCHIST STUDENTS NETWORK,Secreto~
riat: Reading University Anarchists,c/o
Students Uniog University of Reading,
Whiteknights,Reading,Berks。
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